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Plan of lectures 



The start of the history of neutrinos 

1896: Henri Becquerel discovers natural radioactivity while studying 
phosphorescent properties of uranium salts. 
 
1899: Rutherford experiment 
 

 rays: easy to absorb, hard to bend, positive charge, mono-energetic 
 

 rays: harder to absorb, easy to bend, negative charge, continue 
spectrum (?) 
 
 rays: no charge, very hard to absorb.  

 
 
1897: J.J. Thomson discovers electron 
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The mystery of the continuous beta spectra  

n  p + e-- + (?)  

N. Borh (1929): This can also be used to solve the continuous -ray spectrum: 
energy need conserved in nuclear processes!  
 
G. Gamow: “… This would mean that the idea of energy and its conservation 
fails in dealing with processes involving in the emission and capture on nuclear 
electrons. This doesn’t sound improbable if we remember all that has been said 
about particular properties of electron in nucleus.”   

In 1914 Chadwick 
presented definitive 
evidence for a 
continuous -ray 
spectrum. Origin was 
unknown. Different 
options included several 
different loss 
mechanisms.  

Unique electron 
energy? 
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04.12.1930 Wolfgang Pauli made a proposal (in an open letter to "Dear 
Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen“) about existence of a neutral, weakly 
interacting fermion that is emitted in the -decay (necessity of neutrino 
existence comes from the apparent energy and angular momentum non-
conservation in observed reactions).  

 

He called this particle a “neutron” with a mass one  

order with electron mass. In June 1931 he made a report  
on a meeting of the American Physical Society: 

“I have done something very bad today proposing a particle that cannot be 
detected; it is something no theorist should ever do” 

 

But in 1932 a “real” neutron was discovered by Chadwick. 

Pauli's hypothesis 

Fermi renamed the “Pauli”-particle into “neutrino” and 
made an assumption that it is a non-massive particle.  
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Since neutrino is an extraordinary weakly interacting particle with extremely long 
free path in solid, the task to observe seemed not solvable.  

BUT it was resolved! 

 

Neutrinos cannot be registered by detectors, BUT there could be indirect 
indication of them 

(  was invented "theoretically" that the properties of this "not observable" particle 
were postulated, and then confirmed in experiments) 

 

Scientists have been looking for ways to observe a reaction of the “reversed” -
decay, in which antineutrinos can produce positrons (considered even the 
possibility of using a nuclear explosion).  

 

Registration problem 

or 
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Powerful reactors should be an intense sources of antineutrinos! 

 

An atomic reactor with a capacity of 300 000 kilowatts.  

The full flow of anti-  energy from it will be tens of thousands of kilowatts.  

A lot! And yet, catching "slipping" particles is extremely difficult. 

 

Each second such a reactor releases about 5.1019 antineutrinos!  

 

At a distance of 10 meters from the reactor through each square centimeter, 

the expected antineutrino flow will be approximately 1013 particles/sec. 

  

Such a stream of anti- , bombarding a ton of hydrogen-containing 

substance (in other words, the stock of protons), which, according to the 

calculation, should cause about 100 protons per neutron every hour. 
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An example of anti-  production 



 In 1956 Reines* and Cowan observed “reversed” -decay. 

The “elusive” particle was caught 

*Nobel Prize in physics (1995 ) 

Three capacities with CdCl2+H2O were 
used as a p-target. As a result of 200 
hours of measurements, 567 events 
were observed (209 events of 
background). Antineutrinos were 
detected by annihilation of the 
positron and capture of the neutron 
by cadmium, which was accompanied 
by radiation of 3-5 gammas from 
excited states with a delay of 10 μs 
(signal from e appeared earlier than 
from n). This corresponds to the cross-
section: ( - )  10-43 cm2             

ne + p® n+e+

e+ + e–  2  (511 keV) 

n + Cd  several   
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Neutrino is not equal to anti-neutrino 

If the reaction (1) exists then the same with anti-  (2) should exist too, as a 
reverse reaction of Reines and Cowan experiment (p + e-   + n) and  
if neutrino is equal to anti-neutrino, than both reactions should have a  similar 
cross section  

(1) 
 
(2*) 

+ 37Cl  37Ar (T1/2 ~ 35 d) + e- 

< 0.25*10-44 cm2 

45 times lower than was expected (~10-43 cm2) 

* Pontecorvo (1946) 



 is a Dirac or a Majorana Particle? 

Majorana =>1937 

Symmetric theory of electron and positron (1937). 
Majorana finds a particular formulation of the Dirac matrices that allows 
him to identify a new particle without electric charge that is not physically 
distinguishable from its antiparticle 
One of their fundamental properties is that its resting mass is non-zero, 
unlike that of the Dirac neutrino which is exactly nothing. 
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Cosmic rays and  neutrino 
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Cosmic rays constantly bombard 
the earth with high-energy particles 
(mainly protons ~90%, primaries). 
They interact with the nuclei of 
atoms in the upper atmosphere 
and form a shower of secondary 
particles (mostly muons, 
secondaries). 

 are the most penetrating 
particles (heavier than e 200 times, 
but with electromagnetical 
properties identical to those). 



Confirmation 
that the 
second 

neutrino is 
different from 

the first! 

(1962*, Lederman, Schwartz, 
Steinberger – first  beam built 
at Brookhaven accelerator)  

*Nobel Prize in physics (1988 ) 14 



  lepton and  neutrino 

In contrast to , which has only a leptonic mode 
of decay,  has a sufficient mass (1777 MeV) for 
the formation of hadrons 

 lepton was discovered in e+e- annihilation experiments (Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center) in 1975* (Martin L. Perl) 

*Nobel Prize in physics (1995 ) 

The first detection of tau neutrino 
interactions was announced in 
2000 by the DONUT collaboration 
at Fermilab. It confirmed the 
existence of the last lepton 
predicted by the Standard Model 

and many other modes… 
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https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/standard-model/ 

The matter consists of 12 fermions:  
6 quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t)  
6 leptons (e, , , e, , )  
 
Interactions carried by 12 bosons:  
1  - electromagnetic  
8 gluons – strong  
3 gauge bosons (W+, W−, Z0) – weak  
Particles get their masses through the 
couplings to the Higgs field (Higgs boson)  

Fundamental particles of the Standard Model 

• Stable Elementary Particle 

• No electric charge  

• Very small interaction with matter – goes through the Earth unscathed 

• Has very little mass – less than 1 millionth of electron’s mass 

• Lots of them throughout – 100 million in your body any time!  

Neutrinos take part only in weak interaction 
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= Big nuclear reactor 



Sources of 

Neutrino grand spectrum
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 and  decays & other information from: 

Below detection 
threshold of current 
experiments 
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Sources are the Big Bang (CNB), the Sun, supernovae (SN), atmospheric neutrinos, gamma-ray bursts 
(GRB), active galactic nuclei (AGN), and cosmogenic (GZK) neutrinos. 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.johnharveyphoto.com/RoadTrip/NuclearReactor.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.johnharveyphoto.com/RoadTrip/NuclearReactor.html&h=802&w=800&sz=92&hl=en&sig2=WhD9c3gKka4RFxtqdztDpg&start=3&tbnid=GNd_wbTBaUC5lM:&tbnh=143&tbnw=143&ei=h6cURoimDZbk-QLInuGgCg&prev=/images?q=nuclear+reactor&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.tecnociencia.es/especiales/cern/img/lhc.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.psynixis.com/blog/page/2/&h=317&w=356&sz=19&hl=en&sig2=1oXTkVK2Pa3S3fQ0GeHsKg&start=7&tbnid=nfa3B1f_fgMADM:&tbnh=108&tbnw=121&ei=5KcURqOqH5iK-gKr4r2vCg&prev=/images?q=LHC&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://fotw.fivestarflags.com/misc/ar'sun.gif&imgrefurl=http://fotw.fivestarflags.com/ar).html&h=368&w=368&sz=8&hl=en&sig2=78T6m2GyXrQEpzAZf9J45w&start=12&tbnid=lO5JXJyW8x6xOM:&tbnh=122&tbnw=122&ei=E6cURoL7Apbk-QLInuGgCg&prev=/images?q=sun&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://staff.jccc.net/wkoch/images/Supernova_1987.gif&imgrefurl=http://staff.jccc.net/wkoch/Astronomy/Astronomy Notes/Old Notes/13 stellar_evolution.htm&h=215&w=297&sz=51&hl=en&sig2=Wry8KzbZzQ2Ljhkr5STgFA&start=17&tbnid=K5sRqtl4XcO9qM:&tbnh=84&tbnw=116&ei=VKcURrTpL5SC_ALI3_DKAg&prev=/images?q=SN1987&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G


(iii) Sources from /EC decay 

isotopes  
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The oldest neutrino source  

e+ + e- 
         +    

 +            +   

 + e    + e   

• In the beginning, energy density was high, neutrinos and photons were 

coupled through electrons 

• As the Universe expanded and cooled, eventually the expansion rate was 

lager than interaction rate, and neutrinos decoupled 
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Neutrinos from Big Bang 

The registration of relict neutrinos with a low energy is a challenge for a modern 

experimental technic (1.95 K = 0.17 meV) 
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Big Bang as a neutrino source 

•  High flux: these relictic neutrinos are more abundant than protons 
by ~700 million 
 
• The number of these neutrinos influenced the abundances of 
different elements in the Universe 
 
•  If these neutrinos have mass then they influence the large scale 
structure of matter in the Universe 
 
•  Already the measurements of large scale structure imply limits on 
total neutrino mass 
 
•  Seeing these neutrinos at all would be stunning 
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Neutrinos from the Sun 
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Vital Statistics of Solar neutrinos 

•  Baseline :  108 km 
 - distance to sun changes based on the season 
 - day/night asymmetry changes wheather or not ’s went through 
the earth before detection 
 
•   Solar neutrinos all starts as e 

 
•   Matter effects  
  - 8B ’s feel matter effect from Sun 
  - Resonance is set up such that by the time neutrinos leave the Sun, 
they are all 2’s 
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Experimental Challenges with Solar neutrinos measurements 

Neutrinos are very low in energy 
 
 - very few interactions are accessible 
 
 - cannot make final state muons or taus, so only neutral current or e 
charged current interactions are available 
 
 - different detectors have different energy threshold, most neutrinos 
from the Sun not visible by most techniques 
 
-  cannot turn off the Sun to measure background in the detector 
 

-  “Standard Solar Model” had many tunable parameters.. Flux 
predictions suspect for a long time 
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Neutrinos from reactors 
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Atmospheric neutrinos 
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Neutrinos from accelerators 
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Summary of neutrinos sources 
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Experimental study of neutrino 

• Accelerators (the greater energy of the interacting particles, the smaller the 
distance can be felt, the more "particles" become "transparent") 

• Astrophysics (microwave background, large scale structure of the Universe) 

• Underground and reactor experiments 
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• What is the nature of neutrino (Dirac or Majorana)?  
• What is the absolute scale of neutrino mass?  
• What is the neutrino mass hierarchy?  
• Does right handed admixture in weak interaction exists?  
• Does sterile neutrino exits?  
• Higher accuracy of the solar neutrino fluxes measurements  
• …….. 

R.N. Mohapatra et al., Theory of neutrinos: a white paper, Rep. Prog. Phys. 70 (2007) 1757  
A. Strumia, F. Vissani, Neutrino masses and mixings and... arXiv:hep-ph/0606054v3 1 Apr 2010  
A. Smirnov, The landscape of neutrino physics, talk at TAUP 2015, September 9, 2015,Torino  
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Why neutrinos are so penetrating?  



Neutrino detectors 
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Features of neutrino detectors 

• No neutrino colliders: detector is the target 

• Low cross section implies large mass – cheap materials are needed 

• Neutrinos could interact everywhere – vertex can be anywhere 

• Need to identify charged lepton to separate NC (neutral current) and CC 
(charged current) and neutrino flavour  

• Measurement of energy and scattering angle of charged lepton and total 
hadronic energy 

• Identification of single hadrons for hadronic studies 

 

No experiment can satisfy all these requirements 

Most experiments fall into one of a few types 
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The main requirements:  
- must be very massive 
- must defeat cosmic-ray background (placed underground) 



Neutrino detector types 

• Radiochemical experiments 

 

• Water (H2O or D2O) experiments 

 

• Scintillation detectors 

 

• Tracking calorimeters 
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Radiochemical experiments 

• Production of radioactive isotopes 

• Isotopes are chemically extracted and measurements of the intensity of 
their decays are provided 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The disadvantage is that you can not get the information on time and place of 
neutrino interaction in the detector and there is no information about the 

directions of neutrino and reaction products 
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Water (H2O or D2O) experiments 

 Water is a cheap material and can be used in large quantities 

 Charged particles detects by using Cherenkov radiation 

 You can define directions and vertices 

 Particles below the threshold, or neutral are not detected.  

 Used for events with small plurality 
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Principle of operation: 
 
• Cerenkov light detected as a 

ring of circle by PMTs 
• Vertex from timing 
• Direction from cone 
• Energy from summed light 
• No neutral or charged 

particles under Cerenkov 
threshold 
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• The speed of light in a material depends on the 
index of reflection of that material:  

cmaterial = cvacuum/n 
 

• Cherenkov light will be emitted if a particle’s 
velocity is above the speed of light in that material 
(it produces an EM shockwave at a particular 
angle):   

thresh  c/n          thresh  1/n 
 

• Light is emitted at an angle:  
cos C

= 1/n  

Water (H2O or D2O) experiments 
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Water (H2O or D2O) experiments. Muon & electron rings  

Electrons created by electron neutrino produce fuzzy rings due to the multiple 
scattering, while muon produce one sharp ring  
 



Super-Kamiokande 

• 50,000 tons of ultra-pure water 
• 1000 m underground 
• 11,146 PMTs, 20” dimension 
• 1,885 PMTs in outer layer 
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For simple events the direction of the ring can 
be used to point back to the neutrino source 

 proof that these neutrinos were coming 
from the Sun 
  



Under water detectors (ANTARES) 

ANTARES (Astronomy with 
a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss 
environmental RESearch ) 
Sited at 2.5 km under 
the Mediterranean Sea off the 
coast of Toulon (France) 
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IceCube: 1 km3 Cherenkov detector 
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Registration of 
cosmic  with 
high energy 



Organic liquids and plastics, inorganic crystals and liquefied noble gases: 

• Much more light than in Cherenkov's detector 

• The light is isotropic and there is no registration threshold 

 

Disadvantages:  

! No information about the direction ! 

! Often the substance is a toxic material ! 

 

Nobel liquids are also considered for use in neutrino detectors because of 
many attractive properties: 

• Ionization charge that won’t recombine easily 

• Scintillation light 

• Good detecting properties (doesn’t breakdown easily at high voltage) 

Scintillation detectors 
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Photosensors is 
coupled to wavelength 

shifting fiber 
embedded in 

scintillator 

Photosensors view 
scintillator volume 

directly 

Light collection in scintillation detectors 

Some of the energy deposited by a moving charged particle is in the form of atomic 
excitation  atom decays to its ground state by emitting photons: scintillation light 

Light output per unit length is proportional to the stopping power (dE/dx) 
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KamLAND 



Time-projection chambers 

• Charged particle ionize gas (or liquid) as they travel through the chamber 

 

• Ions and electrons are sucked (by the electric field) to the detector at the end 
of the chamber (ionized atoms are kept from recombining with their stripped 
off electrons by an electric field in the detector active volume) 
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Typical time-projection chambers 



Experiment Details Interest 

MINOS 5400 tons of steel: 
Scintillator 

Super-Kamiokande 50,000 tons of water: 
Cherenkov detector  

Solar+Atmospheric , 
oscillations 

MiniBooNE 800 tons of mineral oil: 
Cherenkov detector 

Sterile  anomaly 

NOvA  14,000 tons of scintillator 
and PVC: Scintillator 

 hierarchy 

IceCube 1 km3 of ice  1 billion tons 
of ice: Cherenkov detector 

DUNE (from 2026) CP violation discovery 
potential 

The most known neutrino detectors 

Neutrino physics is entering an exciting era of precision! 
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